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Setting Up Your LinkedIn Account



Welcome to LinkedIn

LinkedIn is the No. 1 channel for B2B marketers to distribute content

91% of executives rate LinkedIn as their top choice for finding

professionally relevant content

Creating a complete profile will take some time and effort, but if

marketing yourself is a priority, then this is an essential step in

promoting your practice

 

 



Components of a Complete
LinkedIn Profile



Profile
 picture Banner image



Profile Picture

Professional headshot

Matches your headshot on the firm website

Banner image

The photo that runs along the top of your profile page (above your

profile picture and other information)

Makes your profile look clean and more complete



Default banner
image





Headline

Headlines appear at the top of your profile directly underneath your

name

They also appear next to your name in search results —
essentially, this is your first impression

Headlines should be a sentence or phrase that describes your

practice in 120 characters or fewer

 



Headline
Approaches to crafting a headline:

1) Keep it simple; just list your title

Example: Intellectual Property Attorney at Smith & Jones LLP

 

2) Use the formula — [Job title]: helping X do Y

Example: Intellectual property attorney serving clients in the

pharmaceutical industry

 

3) Leave out the job title and describe what you do

Example: Law Firm Media Strategist. Entrepreneur. Writer.





About
Fewer than 2,000 characters

Include language about your

practice and target clients

Put your career choices into

context

Highlight big achievements

Show your personality

Components:

Explain what you do and why

you do it

Explain your past

Highlight success

Be authentic and show

personality



About

Tips for writing your summary:

Include keywords

Use common terms and keywords that are relevant to your

clients and would be used to find someone with your experience

in a LinkedIn or Google search

No jargon — keep it simple

Avoid long paragraphs

Break up text into smaller paragraphs or bullet points

Consider ending with a call to action or an invitation to connect

 

 







Featured

Showcase your published works, media mentions, websites, etc.

What you can post here:

Thought leadership pieces

Media quotes

Blog posts

If there is one thing you are going to update regularly, this should be

it







Experience

Describe your career history

Whenever possible, link the company with the employer's LinkedIn

page

Linking your personal profile to your employer's page will allow

others to find you through the company page

Add a headline for each job

Add more details in the Description section (optional)

Include important cases, clients, achievements, etc.

 

 







Add separate items for undergraduate, graduate, law school

Link your profile to the school's LinkedIn page

Include as much or as little detail as you would like

Typically, all you need is your degree and field of study, but you

can also include organizations, recognitions and activities

Education





Volunteer experience

Link your profile to their organizations, when possible

 

Other Sections





Other Sections
Skills and Endorsements

Skills are basically keywords you would like to have associated

with your profile

Examples:

Patent litigation

Litigation

Trials

Licensing

 

*Rules of Professional Conduct do apply here





Other Sections
Recommendations

OK to ask a client or colleague for a recommendation

Recommendations cannot be edited by you

Recommendations must come from direct knowledge of your work

 

*Rules of Professional Conduct do apply





Other Sections
Accomplishments

Honors and Awards

Examples:

40 Under Forty

Rising Stars

Illinois Super Lawyers

Other possible categories of accomplishments to add:

Patents, Publications, Projects, Merit-based Organizations,

Languages

 

*Rules of Professional Conduct do apply; use precise language for award

program names



Questions?
deb@page2comm.com

taryn@page2comm.com


